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My dear Pathwaysians, 

The buzz & excitement on Campus intensified with the Students from MYP1 to MYP3 also joining us back

this month after almost a year. Meeting them was proof validating that children grow at a fast pace…

wherein we saw noticeable growth changes in them in the one year that we had not seen them in the

physical space. We are delighted to have some of them back & are eagerly waiting for more to join us in

the days to come.

 

This month we hosted Yugen 2.0, a Virtual conference, in collaboration with Round Square. The Agenda

of the Conference was to provide the youth with a collaborative platform to understand the burgeoning

importance of media literacy. More than 230 Delegates between 14 to 18 years of age from 28

International Schools across 5 Countries participated in this Conference. 

 

The Guests of Honour at the Opening Ceremony were Mr. Kanak Gupta & Mr. Abhimanyu Basu, while the

Closing Ceremony was sparked by inputs from Mr. Dhruv Mookerji & Mr. Deborshi Barat. The other

highlights of the Conference included the motivational and insightful speeches by the 8 Keynote

Speakers from the media and associated industries, including 2 Pathways' Alumni, Dr. Jaskiran Bedi & Mr.

Aditya Raghav, giving the Participants a unique outlook on the theme of media literacy.

 

Ever imagined conducting Music Competitions virtually? Well, the pandemic has taught our resilient

Team of Students & Teachers how to conduct that too, where the PYP group had a melodious first virtual

Inter-House Music Competition.

The month culminated with the success of the MYP #Inspireability Talks, an Event on the lines of the

TEDx Conference. This year’s Themes were apt for today’s times…‘The Perpetual Shift’ and 'Never Ending

Construction.’ During the 2-day Event a total of 20 MYP Students, along with Guest Speakers, shared

short talks on their understanding of the Themes to give a perspective. 

I look forward to more action-packed months, both from the academics & extra-curricular angles, for the

rest of this Academic Year!

 Best wishes, 

Sonya Ghandy Mehta 

School Director
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MS. SONYA GHANDY MEHTA
FROM THE SCHOOL DIRECTOR'S DESK



February 3 is World Read Aloud Day ! This annual advocacy day is presented by

LitWorld , a non-profit organization dedicated to bringing literacy to the world , 

 and sponsored by Scholastic .  The objective of this celebration is to unite

people around the world by highlighting the importance of reading aloud and

sharing stories . The event is now celebrated in 174 countries . 

The enthused readers at Pathways World School also commemorated the day

by reading aloud in their own spaces , library and homes .  
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School Reopening Assembly MYP 1-3

On 5th February a special assembly on the reopening of school in the physical scenario for the

students of MYP 1 to 3 was held . The objective of the assembly was to share the information on

the safety protocols and measures being undertaken in school . The teachers addressed the

doubts and concerns of the students regarding the hybrid system of learning . Norms on social

distancing , cafeteria seating , timetable was also discussed with the students during the session .  

Science Webinar
The Science Club of the DP years hosted a webinar on 6th February in which Dr . Aniruddha Roy ,

Senior Vice President and Chief Technology Officer in Genesys International Corporation Ltd was
the Guest Speaker . Dr . Roy gave an inspiring presentation on remote sensing and satellite imaging .

He addressed the audience about the recent advancements in the field and its application in
various fields such as mining , urban city planning , real estate , 3D mapping , and indoor
infrastructure mapping . The students enthusiastically participated in the webinar by questioning
Dr Roy about the scope of the industry and studies associated with it .



on 12th and 13th February , Yūgen 2 .0 , was hosted virtually by Pathways World School in collaboration

with Round Square . The agenda of Yūgen 2 .0 was to provide the youth with a collaborative platform

to understand the burgeoning importance of media literacy . The conference aimed at stimulating

productive discourse among the delegates regarding media and its different forms to delve into their

roles as global citizens and work towards the Round Square Ideals . More than 230 delegates (ages 14

to 18) from 28 international schools across 5 countries participated in this conference . 

Among the Guest Speakers , were Dr . Jaskiran Bedi , Author & Development Advisor and Aditya

Raghav , Ad Filmmaker , both from the Class of 2009 . Their views on the subject were truly inspiring . 

 The glimpses to their live session can be viewed on the  School 's Facebook links as below . 

The year 2020 taught us that online platforms and blended education have become the new normal.
Students have risen to this challenge and come out successful in all academic and co-curricular
activities. On February 13th, five students from MYP 1 to 4 participated in the Sai Global Debate
Competition, organised virtually by the host School. The event helped instill in the students 21st-century
skills of communication, collaboration and critical thinking. It also gave them an opportunity to discuss
issues that are important and relevant to the current situation and future. They enthusiastically
participated in the debate rounds and the platform helped them appreciate the viewpoints of other
students on various global issues. 
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SAI Global Debate Contest

Yūgen 2.0

 Conference Highlights

https://www.facebook.com/pathwaysworldschool/videos/233761641756186
https://www.facebook.com/pathwaysworldschool/videos/3872307652791318
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qp7tTtluIuY&ab_channel=PathwaysWorldSchool%2CAravali


The 'Thinking Through Films - Social , Cultural and Political Cross Border Awareness Project ' ,  an

initiative of the Seagull Foundation for the Arts is designed for the Students of PYP 4 and PYP 5 . A

group of 30 Students registered for the project which commenced in December and ran through

mid-February . Ms . Gurmehar Kaur the author of Small Acts of Freedom , a deeply personal family

history published by Penguin Random House India in 2018 was invited as the guest speaker for the

culmination of the project on 18th February . Ms . Kaur is a social activist , an ambassador for Digital

Peace and was listed by TIME magazine as a 'Next Generation Leader '  in the year 2017 . She held an

interactive session with the students where they shared their vision about their dreams and

aspirations . Ms . Kaur posed pertinent questions about racism and was impressed with the

perspective of our students . 
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Culmination of the 'Thinking Through Films’ - Social, Cultural And Political Cross Border
Awareness Project'.

MYP 5 Parents Orientation 

The students of MYP 5 along with their parents attended a

virtual Parent Orientation sessions from 15th to 19th February

led by the MYP Coordinator and Grade Level Coordinator for

MYP 5 . The objective of the sessions was to brief the parents

on the journey ahead for MYP class of 2021 . The parents were

made aware of the upcoming projects and there was a

detailed discussed about the Special Schedule , Attendance ,

Trial 1 Results , Resource Banks , plans until March , E-

assessments , meeting the timelines , and the importance of

creating a timetable .



One of the most awaited events of the year, Jogathon was turned into ‘Movathon’ and  was held on 19th

February. Considering the fact that there are many students who have still not been able to come school

or open areas to jog, the event was to encourage the students and teachers to just move! The event was

well planned keeping in mind the safety measures.  The participation of the students contributed to

their House points. The Students who were at home too participated using the App to inform them of

the distance covered by them.
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Movathon - Middle School

Catch the glimpses to the exciting

event 

Primary School Inter-House Music Competition 2021

Music is a part of every known society and is common to all human cultures across the Globe. Keeping

the tradition afloat, Primary School held an Inter- House 'Online' Music Competition on 23rd February. It

was the first event of its kind where all the participants performed 'live' on a virtual platform, under the

mentorship of the Music Faculty. Students from PYP 2 to 5 participated in the event after a rigorous

audition. Each finalist performed confidently and mesmerized the audience with their pieces. The

categories for the event ranged from live solo singing- Indian and Western to creating digital music. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlxH_DBWHv4


On the 23rd of February , a special assembly was held for students of MYP 5 in the Amphitheatre .

The aim was to acknowledge and appreciate the Middle School Student Council 2020-21 for their

hard work , diligence , creativity and for being wonderful leaders through the academic year .  Along

with them , 49 recipients of International Award for Young People (IAYP) were also honored for

their endeavours in the community service . These students were dedicated and committed to

helping the environment and giving back to the community . They all had performed outstandingly

and deserved the Badges they received .  
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The result of the competition:

MYP 5 Assembly  
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Guest Speaker - TOK DP 1

On 23rd February Grade 11 TOK group had a

special guest speaker , Mr . GS Naveen Kumar ,

who is a civil servant from the 2009 IAS

Batch and currently working with the Andhra

Pradesh Government , as Commissioner ,

Housing Department .   

Mr . Kumar shared his perspective on Politics

and Knowledge and gave a valuable insight

into his personal experiences to make the

discussion enriching .  

The session provided a platform for fruitful

discussion that helped the students indulge

in critical thinking .  

MYP 'Inspireability' Talks  
‘#Inspireability , ’ was a two-day event hosted by the Middle School , led by MS Student Council ,
backed by MYP 4 interns . Following the traditions of a TedX Conference , this year ’s themes were
‘The Perpetual Shift ’ and 'Never-Ending Construction ’ .  The event provided public speaking
exposure and an opportunity for the 21 budding speakers and Guest Speakers , Mr . Harinder S . Sikka
and Mr . Vikramjit Rooprai . The students presented their ideas confidently during the Pre-

Conference and Conference on the topics of their choice . Overall , the event was a great
opportunity for all participants to gain experience and share their thoughts and learn from the
Speakers ' insights . 

Catch the glimpses of the sessions on the School's

Facebook Page by clicking on the links:

Pre Conference

 Conference Session 1

Conference Session 2

https://www.facebook.com/pathwaysworldschool/videos/427547138518287
https://www.facebook.com/pathwaysworldschool/videos/262349358672944/
https://www.facebook.com/pathwaysworldschool/videos/262349358672944/
https://www.facebook.com/pathwaysworldschool/videos/738021993547166


India’s National Science Day is celebrated on the 28th of

February every year. To commemorate this event, three

students, Rian Laha ( PYP 4), Shyla Khullar and Neel Trehan

(PYP 5) participated in the National Science Day virtual event

organized by The Shri Ram School, on  26th Feb. Each

participating school had to apply the scientific method to find

an answer to day-to-day situation. The current pandemic

situation provoked our students to think and formulate a

hypothesis to check if the foam in the soaps helps in cleaning.

The Scientific Inquiry Model of Experimental Investigation was

applied to check the hypothesis and validate the claim. The

ability to solve problems, communication skills, sense of

responsibility and teamwork skills in our student was

applauded by the participants. 

February has always been celebrated as the ‘Month of the Heart ’ at Pathways World School , to
commemorate , the 'World Cancer Day '  on February 4th . To spread awareness about the same
Primary School participates in a Fund-Raising annual event 'Walkathon ' .  It is the time when we
raise collective awareness about “Healthy Heart for All”. This year being a little unusual , Primary
School participated virtually for ‘Stepathon ’ on 26th February . Keeping this year ’s theme in mind
“Healthy Mind & Body = Healthy Heart” and food being an integral factor for health , Students
virtually shared their favourite healthy snack and spoke a few lines about the nutritious value of
the food item they chose . They also participated in a Zumba Session along with their Teachers ,

showcasing their support towards a step closer to having a Healthy Heart .
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'Step-a-thon' - Primary School

Enjoy a mesmerizing and foot-

taping performance by some of

the Primary School teachers to

commemorate  this fundraising

event .  A wonderful way of

teaching the children to take a

‘Step for a Cause ’ and also head

towards a healthier heart !

Click HERE

National Science Day

https://youtu.be/Vk-IY4ZHY2k
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Activities of the DP Economics Club

On 3rd February our budding

economists of the School ’s

Economics Club , delved into the

Union Budget 2021 . They examined

the short-term impact of the budget

across a range of sectors including

its effect on income earners and

entrepreneurs . The session was led

by the student coordinators ,

Manyank Gahlaut and Dhruv Singh

of DP 1 . 

The Investment Wars competition was

introduced with an objective of giving the

students an insight to the stock market . The

members of the Economics Club believe that

along with studying the subject , there is a need

of putting it into practice .   The stock market is

a valuable source of diversifying income if used

appropriately . The students were given an

opportunity to attend a workshop in school

about trading .  The 24 participants have

experienced , and the top investors have come

out with diverse portfolios with varying market

value and return on investment . 

Stock Trading Activity 

Analysis of the Union Budget

Bookworms of MYP for the year 2020-2021

The Library at Pathways World School runs ‘Bookworms ’ , an Annual Reading Program to

promote good reading habits among the MYP 1- 3 students in which they meet the target of

reading a given number of books within a stipulated time. The objective of this program is to

enjoy reading and practice communication skills.  Students who received the GOLD Badge this

year ar :

MYP 1
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MYP 2

MYP 3

Jasraj Singh  of  MYP  4
participated  in  the  State
Level  Horse  Riding
Competit ion  held  in  Faridkot
Punjab  on  15th  and  16th
February .   He  showed
exemplary  display  of  horse-
r iding  skil ls  and  won  two
Gold  Medals  and  one  Bronze
Medal  in  various  events .  

Congratulations  to  Jasraj  for
his  achievement  and  best
wishes  for  more  successes  in
the  future .

Teenage  Talks ,  a  Youth-  Led  Community .  is  an  init iative  by  Saumya
Jain  MYP  4 ,  to  discuss  about  the  pertinent  issues  faced  by
teenagers .  It  is  one  of  the  most  preferred  teenager 's  communities
on  Instagram .   The  l ink  HERE  will  take  you  the  various  platforms
they  are  currently  active  on .

Recently ,  Saumya  was  invited  by  Amar  Ujala  (media  company )  to
talk  about  her  init iative .  The  interview  can  be  accessed  through
this  LINK .
 

Saumya Jain

Jasraj Singh

https://linktr.ee/teenagetalks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTh1UiXjgDc&t=78s
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Ms. Anugya Aggrawal was selected

to the Speaker of the Memory

Junction- 3rd Episode of Vidya Devi

Jindal School , Hisar , her Alma Mater .

It was an initiative by VDJS to

achieve a successful collaboration

between the Alumni and current

students , along with the faculty

members . It was a moment of pride

for Anugya to be a part of this

important event . 

 

Ms. Bhavna Mathew was

invited by Jon Peterson the host

of IB Matters Podcast , a podcast

for IB-interested teachers ,

students , parents , universities ,

and community members to

share insights about the UN

Sustainable Development Goals

(SDG ’s) and how they are the

focal point of taking action in

PYP and other IB continuum

Schools . 

Click on the picture to access the Podcast

Ms. Neena Virmani was invited to be a panelist in a webinar organised by the CIS ,

titled Monitoring a changing landscape: Counsellor conversations in South Asia. 

The recordings of the Webinar are available as blogs on the CIS website . 

https://www.buzzsprout.com/285701/7640602
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Ms . Himanshu Agrawal was invited to be a Panelist

in the webinar series powered by Q-Olympiad . the

Session was all about ‘Mastering Your Child ’s

Emotional Quotient ’ . 

Boarders checking in on the first day and getting a briefing on the safety measures: 

An engaging and informative session was held by the Resident Doctor Mr. Verma with the Boarders in which

he shared his perspective about a healthy diet. He also answered fundamental questions about the Personal

Development and well- being.
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 Boarders enjoying the non-veg meal  and dosa night in Sunderbans:

On 5th February the Boarders in Colorado were treated with their favourite treat of Parathas, which

they enjoyed with a warm bonfire and a game of volley-ball and table-tennis.  

A joint session with the Parents of the Boarders was conducted by one of the Residence Parent and the Head

of the Well-Being Department on 20th February. The topic of the session was ‘Emotional Intelligence at Work:

Why IQ is not Everything? It commenced with an interesting activity to check EQ followed by the practical

example from the daily life to connect with the topic. The Q & A round was very interesting, and the session

concluded with a short video to sum up the topic. 

Various food events in the Residences
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 Bhel-puri and music party in Colorado:

 Traditional food in Danube:

Weekend activities

Boarders enjoying the sports activities and a movie night:
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Glimpses to the Boarders' Valentine's Day celebrations


